Processing Tables
Economy Line Tables
Economy Line Tables are our basic, fixed height tables. They provide a simple solution for processing merchandise.

VLT-2046
20"D x 26"L x 39"H - Includes drop
leaves, middle shelf and bottom shelf

VLT-2046-FF1
20"D x 46"L* x 39"H - Includes
drop leaves, folding board and bracket

LWT-3072
30"D x 72"L x 34"H
Lightweight table with carrying handle

Ergo-Smart Height Adjustable Work Tables
Ergo-Smart Tables improve the efficiency of processing merchandise. These height adjustable tables offer a wide variety of
accessories to create a unique configuration that best meets your requirements.

ERGO-27-K2 - 20"D x 46"L*
Includes drop leaves and
bottom shelf

ERGO-27-1-K3 - 20"D x 26"L
ERGO-28-K4 - 20"D x 54"L*
Includes drawer and bottom Includes drop leaves, organizer
shelf
bin and bottom shelf

ERGO-28-1-K2 - 20"D x 40"L
Includes middle and bottom
shelf

*Hanger bars sold separately

ERGO-32-K9 - 26"D x 68"L* - Includes
2 drawers, drop leaves, bottom shelf and telescoping arm

ERGO-32-1-K5 - 26"D x 48"L
Includes organizer bin, bottom shelf and staging rack

*Lengths on tables with drop leaves are with both leaves fully extended.
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Processing Tables
Nesting Tables
Nesting Tables are ideal for merchandising tasks such as folding, hanging, recovery and pricing. They are customizable, both
in height and width. These tables nest when not in use, saving premium floor space.

*Hanger bar(s)
sold separately

*Hanger bars sold separately

FTW-24A
20"D x 26"L x 39.5"H
Includes telescoping arm and
hanger management bar
Various heights and widths available

NTZ
24"D x 63"L x 35"H
NTZ is also available in
48" long version

NWT-60
24"D x 60"L x 39.5"H
Includes hanger management
tower

Height Adjustable Backroom Processing Stations
Backroom Processing Stations are ideal for all backroom functions. Mobility, versatility and height adjustability are added
bonuses with these processing stations. A wide variety of accessories are available to design a unique solution to fit your
specific needs.

*Hanger bars sold separately

ERGO-50-K8 - 26"D x 87"L*
Includes middle shelf, pricing bar, trash bag holder, bin
rack, drop leaves and hanger management tower

*Hanger bars sold separately

ERGO-64 - 30"D x 100"L*
Shown with optional bottom shelf, bin rack, drop leaves,
organizer bins and hanger management tower

*Lengths on tables with drop leaves are with both leaves fully extended.
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